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Phonics & Early Reading Leads

Mrs Deepak, Mrs Lashari and Miss Mijatovich are the Phonics 
and Early Reading leaders at Claycots



Intent
At Claycots, we recognise that reading is fundamental to being an effective learner and are dedicated to 

ensuring every child is equipped with the skills needed to: access the curriculum, make personal choices 

about the books they read and communicate effectively to a wide range of audiences.

At Claycots, reading is central to the curriculum. It is a source of pleasure and enrichment, but also a 

primary means of obtaining information and building many key skills. 

Central to our intent for Phonics and Early Reading at Claycots is ensuring that pupils: 

• Are able to keep up with the school’s phonics programme

• Read easily, fluently and with good understanding by the end of KS1

• Are provided with additional support if they are falling behind

• Develop the habit of reading widely and often, for both pleasure and information 

• Acquire a wide vocabulary, an understanding of grammar and knowledge of linguistic conventions for 

reading, writing and spoken language



How we teach phonics & 
Early Reading

At Claycots, we teach the ALS Phonics programme, which follows comprehensive lesson plans that teach children 

to listen, read, write and apply phonemes in reading and writing. Based on the principles of Letters and Sounds, it 

offers training, guidance and resources to support schools in the delivery of a successful and complete SSP 

programme. Tried and tested teaching sequences and mantras are used daily to ensure children have a clear 

structure to their learning, developing their ability and confidence to decode successfully, building towards 

becoming independent readers.

As noted by the DfE, a strength of the ALS Phonics programme is the guidance provided for supporting the lowest 

20% of pupils and the training provision.

We use a quality first approach to daily teaching of phonics through a whole class teaching input. All Phonics 

teaching is systematic, engaging, lively and interactive.

Where pupils are identified as needing extra support (including in KS2), targeted intervention programs (including 

High Frequency words) are delivered by fully trained members of staff. In Nursey phonics is taught daily using a 

group approach. Throughout Reception and KS1, pupils are given home reading books which closely match their 

decoding & comprehension abilities to allow them to further practice these skills.



Reading books

The decodable books that ALS Phonics: Letters and Sounds recommends are Pearson Bug 

Club Phonics books. The Bug Club Phonics books referred to within the programme are taken 

from the DfE validated Bug Club Phonics Systematic Synthetic Phonics Programme produced 

by Pearson Education Limited.

At Claycots, children read a decodable book in guided reading and at home matched to the 

GPCs that they have been taught. We also recognise that children should be exposed to a range 

of stories and texts during shared reading and story sessions to develop and extend their 

vocabulary and promote a love of reading. 

Once children are confidently able to blend sounds to read new words automatically, children 

begin to read a wider range of texts independently.

https://www.pearsonschoolsandfecolleges.co.uk/primary/subjects/english-literacy/bug-club-phonics
https://www.pearsonschoolsandfecolleges.co.uk/primary/subjects/english-literacy/bug-club-phonics


How we measure progress

Assessment – All children are baseline assessed at the beginning of the academic year. They are then assessed at the end 

of every phonic phase. Some children will receive extra daily intervention support outside of the phonics lessons.

High Frequency Words – High frequency words are taught outside of the phonics lessons. Children are given ‘flashcards’ to 

take home to learn to read and spell. Some of the sight words are decodable although the children are encouraged to ‘see 

the word and say the word’. This is to encourage fluency in their reading. High frequency word assessments are completed 

to check for recall.

Shared Reading – this is a whole class lesson to teach the strategies used for reading and to develop vocabulary. The 

strategies are taught using ‘mantras’ that the children have learnt in their phonics lessons. They apply their phonic 
knowledge during the lessons as well as developing other strategies for reading. Lessons emphasis speaking and listening and 

talk partners are used in most lessons. 

Guided Reading – the children work in groups of up to 6 children. The children each have a book and are encouraged to 

apply the skills they have learnt in shared reading and during phonics lessons. They read individually by themselves and the 

teacher listens to them, asking questions about the strategies that they are using. After the children have read, they are 

asked questions which they answer by finding evidence in the text. Inference questions are also asked. 

Children who are being taught phonics are assessed reading an unseen phonetically plausible book using ALS Phonic 

Reading Level Assessment. They are used when children are ready to move on to the next reading level or at least once per 

half term.



Sequence of learning

In line with the National 

Curriculum, we teach each 

phase of phonics using the 

suggested shown here.

Moving children from one 

phase to the next is dependent 

on assessment milestones. We 

aim to ensure that sufficient 

time is spent on each phase to 

ensure breadth and depth of 

understanding so that children 

can demonstrate that they can 

apply their knowledge before 

moving on.



Pupil voice



Useful links
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